WELDER
MILLER MULTIMATIC 215

WELDING TABLES

METAL SAW
STEEL MAX MODEL S14

ANGLE GRINDERS
METABO / DEWALT

METAL PLANETARY RING ROLLER - MODEL 36790

VARIABLE SPEED DRILL PRESS
POWERMATIC 18" - MODEL PM2800B

JET BENCH GRINDER

VACUUM FORM
FORMECH 508DT/FS

ANGLE GRINDERS
METABO / DEWALT

VARIABLE SPEED DRILL PRESS
POWERMATIC 18" - MODEL PM2800B

JET BENCH GRINDER

TABLE SAW
SADIR

BANDSAW
POWERMATIC 14"

BELT SANDER
POWERMATIC

COHMUND MITER SAW
DEWALT 12" DW703

LASER CUTTER
EPILOG FUSION M2 32 LASER CUTTER

3D PRINTER
ENDER 3 PRO

PROFESSIONAL WEATHER STATION
SAINLOGIC WS0835

PAINT BOOTH
24"X26"X28"

PAINT BOOTH
24"X26"X28"

PNEUMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR
HOOKUPS

PNEUMATIC AIR COMPRESSOR
HOOKUPS